
Ch 3 MC due Wed, Feb 4.•

Ch 4 MC due Wed, Feb 11.•

Experiment 2 in lab this week. Have the prelab done 

before you come to lab!

See me during my office hours�

See a tutor in the academic support center -

bring a problem you're having trouble with

�

Work with a friend or study group�

Post a question to the D2L discussions�

If you're having trouble:

Announcements
Monday, February 02, 2009
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Gold foil experiment: to test plum pudding model

Actually: most went 

straight through, but some 

were strongly deflected.

Expected: alpha particles 

to fly straight through foil

Discovery of the nucleus
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Nucleus: Rutherford's name for the (+)-charged core of 

the atom

Modern model of the atom:

Atoms are mostly empty space�

Atoms must contain a dense positively-charged 

core that is small but massive

�

Conclusions:

3 subatomic particles:

+ protons p+

neutrons n0

- electrons e-

Modern nuclear model of the atom
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The number of protons determines which 

element an atom is.

Atomic number (AN) = # p+ in nucleus

1

H

XXXX

6

C

XXXX

AN is found 

on the 

periodic table!

Hydrogen has ____ protons in its nucleus.

Carbon has ____ protons in its nucleus.

Elements
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Dimitri Mendeleev 

discovered that elements 

with similar properties are 

found every 8 elements

when put in order of 

atomic number.

He, Ne, and Ar are all unreactive gases

(atomic numbers 2, 10, and 18)

Columns = groups

or families (18 groups)

○

Rows = periods (7)○

Periodic table:

Periodic table
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Main group

Transition elements

Inner transition elements

Metals:

Nonmetals:

Metalloids:

Sections of periodic table
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IA: alkali metals

IIA: alkaline earth metals

VIIA: halogens

VIIIA: noble gases

Some important groups
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Ions: charged atoms or molecules

Stable ions have the same # electrons as the…

Valence electrons:

IA IIA IIIA

Li Be

Na Mg Al

K Ca Ga

Main-group metals:

Ions
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Metallic elements are…

Metals in compounds are…

Nonmetals:

VA VIA VIIA

N O F

P S Cl

Se Br

I

Ions
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